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The shortest distance between two points
is not a trip back to the tripod.

TRIMBLE S8 TOTAL STATION
“again”.
Trimble® VISION™ technology brings new levels of productivity to the Trimble S8 Total
Station by dramatically reducing trips back to the tripod. Now you can see everything the
instrument sees from your controller.
Why walk back? With the longer range EDM you can stay put and use your controller to
aim, acquire, and capture measurements to reﬂectorless surfaces – at more than twice
the distance you’re used to.
The Trimble S8 also gives you live video streaming with surveyed data on the screen to
conﬁrm your task list. With photo documentation, you have visual veriﬁcation for all data
before leaving the site. Eliminating an even costlier form of back and forth.
Trimble VISION is the latest in a long line of innovations designed to make surveying
more productive, in the ﬁeld, in the ofﬁce, and wherever the next opportunity takes you.
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www.trimbledimensions.com

Visit Us at Map Asia 2010
26–28 July, Kuala Lumpur

www.trimble.com/trimbles8
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EDITORSPEAK

GROWING FAST AND FURIOUS
n July 4, 2010 the International Society for
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS)
celebrates its centenary. The International Society
for Photogrammetry (ISP) was founded in 1910,
under the leadership of its first President, Eduard Dolezal,
from Austria at the Technical University of Vienna. After 70
years of functioning under its original name, the Society
changed its name in 1980 to the International Society for
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS). It is the
oldest Society dealing with the topics of photogrammetry
and remote sensing and in a hundred years it has grown
into an international society with members from all over
the globe. Its mission statement is “information from
imagery”. GIS Development has been bringing to you perspectives from the past presidents of ISPRS and interesting
articles about the Society. We consider it our privilege to be
associated with ISPRS in its centenary celebrations and
Prof. Arup Dasgupta
wish the Society a vibrant future.
Managing Editor (Honorary)
Our focus in this issue is on geospatial technology. The
arup.dasgupta@GISdevelopment.net
progress made in the fields of data acquisition, processing
and applications is fast and furious. It seems that it was but
yesterday we were amazed with the imagery from Landsat. Today, in a matter of two decades,
we take for granted applications like Google Earth and Bing Maps. As Prof Dowman points out
in his article, there are more than 50 remote sensing satellites spewing out data in terabytes.
It is not just a matter of measuring repetitivity in days; one could almost stare at targets over a
period of time. Simultaneously, the tools of the trade have also kept pace and the interview
with Lawrie Jordan highlights the close integration of imagery and maps and the efforts made
by industry to ease the process of integrated usage of these two valuable resources in a seamless and user-friendly manner.
With a surfeit of data and powerful tools, it is but expected that applications will grow and grow
they have. What is most interesting is that these applications have made the best use of the ICT
infrastructure. We thus see a close intermingling of geospatial technology with technologies
like Web 2.0, GRID and Cloud, 3G mobile devices and Enterprise Applications Integration. This
convergence is expanding the horizons of geospatial technology and its applications. At the
enterprise level, spatial data brings a new dimension to business process management and
enables better decisions. Governments have realised this and are making significant investments in national spatial data infrastructures with a view to improve e-governance and provide
enhanced citizen services. The technology has become accessible to everyone and consequently, everyone has now become a potential active geospatial practitioner. The geospatial
market therefore has the potential to expand a million fold and touch lives everywhere. These
are exciting times.

EditorSpeak
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NEWS

Africa

about buses of the Tunis Transportation Company and regional transport
companies. Buses would soon be
equipped with GPS and GPRS, a general packet radio service for wireless
communication services. The minister appealed to all public transport
companies to join this system to
improve the quality of transport services in Tunisia.

NIGERIA

Govt to pay
compensation
The Federal Capital Territory (FCT)
administration in Nigeria has promised to compensate more than 6,000
people whose land titles were
revoked by the government. According to FCT Minister Sen. Bala
Mohammed, the administration
would establish FCT Civil Service
Commission to correct the abnormalities in personnel management
and to check indiscipline among staff.

SUDAN

Lending a helping
hand
A delegation from Southern Sudan
recently visited Kingsport, Tennessee,
to seek help in the land use plan of
its town. The delegation worked with
city planners and GIS officials and
exchanged ideas about zoning, regulations and long-range planning.

UGANDA

SOUTH AFRICA
Kingsport is assisting the struggling
Sudanese town of Yei in crafting a
land use plan — the first step in having an organised and structured city
over the next 20 to 25 years. The idea
of Kingsport helping Yei with its longrange planning occurred last year
after Vice - Mayor Ben Mallicote visited Yei on a missionary trip.

TUNISIA

High-tech
transportation
Abderrahim Zouari, Minister of
Transport, recently launched a single
information system for information

DataAssist Spatial
Module launched
EDGE Evolve has launched DataAssist Spatial Module, a combination of
business intelligence and GIS technology. The module’s interface
enables the user to access spatial
data and join the data to other nonspatial datasets and display the
result on a map, cube and chart. It
allows the user to connect and draw
reports from MS SQL and DB2 relational databases. The solution also
enables the consumer to view, edit,
and extract grids for tabular representation of data.

Maritime unit for Lake Victoria
As part of the efforts to harness Lake Victoria for
water transport and investments, government has
decided to set up UGX 750 million (USD 350,000)
maritime administration unit. Joel Okonga, assistant commissioner in the water ministry, said the
office would be completed in 18 months. The project is part of the second phase of Lake Victoria
environmental management. The programme
includes surveying and developing a navigation map
for Lake Victoria and gathering details related to
water depth and other navigational details. Okonga
said the current map was drawn in 1920s and was
obsolete.
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Asia

the country. China introduced new rules in May 2010
that makes it mandatory for companies providing online
map services to obtain legal permit.
The move was initiated to ensure that online maps follow government’s policy on disputed territories and
remove military-related addresses. In March, Google
stopped following Chinese requirements to self-censor
Web searches by redirecting mainland users to its Hong
Kong site, which delivers results that aren't subject to
Chinese government censorship.

CHINA

Fourth navigation satellite
launched

Google’s strategy for China
Google has applied for a license to provide online maps
in China. The company is studying Chinese rules in
order to understand their impact on its map products in

JAPAN

Map of Guatamala
released
Geospatial Information Authority of
Japan (GSI) recently released the
map of Guatamala region. It
includes areas where flood and
landslides were caused by the tropical storm Agatha. The map is prepared by using Global Map Data and
is freely available for non-commercial purposes.

Gazetteer ready
Geospatial Information Authority
and the Hydrographic and Oceanographic Department of Japan Coast
Guard, have prepared the Gazetteer
of Japan. It is based on the resolution of the United Nations Conference on the Standardisation of Geo-

July 2010

China has successfully launched its fourth navigation
satellite. The satellite, which is a part of the indigenous
satellite navigation and positioning network, Beidou, or
Compass system, will join the other three satellites in
orbit to form a network that will eventually consist of 35
satellites.
As per plan, the system will provide navigation, time
and short message services in the Asia and Pacific
region by 2012. It will be capable of providing global navigation services by 2020.

graphical Names. The Gazetteer is a
compilation of nearly 3,900 geographical names including administrative and residential areas, natural
features and topographic features of
ocean floor.

AFGHANISTAN

GPS monitors aid
efforts
Project field workers in six regions
in Afghanistan have been using GPS
cameras from February 2010,
producing photographs of 650
locations that are setting a baseline
from which progress will be
measured, according to Usman
Qamar, the World Bank's lead
on the USD 127 million
Emergency Irrigation Rehabilitation
Project.

INDIA

SDI for Tamil Nadu
The Tamil Nadu Geographic Information System (TNGIS) project will
start with the digitisation of Chennai
and gradually cover the whole State,
said a senior official of the State
Planning Commission.
The project is a part of the National Spatial Data Initiative (NSDI). Following pilot implementations in a
couple of districts, a decision has
been made to extend it to the whole
State.
A task force has also been constituted in this regard. Once the project
is complete, all individual departments will be able to periodically
update the data and a state data
repository will maintain a log for
accessing back information.
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Groundwater
increasing
Indian Council of Agricultural
Research's (ICAR) impact evaluation
studies reveal that watershed-based
interventions have led to an increase
in groundwater recharge, number of
wells and water bodies and
enhancement of cropping intensity
in India. The study was based on
remote sensing techniques. It has
also brought changes in cropping
patterns leading to higher yields and
reduction in soil losses.

KSNDMC bags ESRI
award
The Karnataka State Natural Disaster Monitoring Centre (KSNDMC)
has been selected for a prestigious
international award for its unique
concept in sounding seismic alerts.
ESRI selected KSNDMC from over
0.1 million GIS-based applications
across the globe. The award will be
given at the ESRI user conference
at San Diego in July. Meanwhile,
KSNDMC has decided to establish a
seismic master control centre
(MCC) for monitoring seismic alerts
over 10 acres of land at Jalahalli in
Bangalore, Karnataka. At present,
the monitoring centre receives data
from about 1,000 telemetric gauges
once every 15 minutes. The MCC
processes the data real time and
notifies authorities immediately by
SMS or e-mail.

No detailed maps of
Kolkata
Lack of detailed maps showing the
layout of cables and pipes under the
ground is delaying several big-ticket
projects in Kolkata. According to
engineers, the maps that are available are not detailed enough. “The
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problem is not new. When we had
worked for the Metro Railway project in the 1980s, we didn’t get any
underground utility map,” said an
official of Afcons Infrastructure Ltd,
which has bagged the work on the
stretch between Central and
Howrah Maidan stations. The civic
authorities admitted to the problem.

TAIWAN

GIS to monitor mining
The Bureau of Mines computerised
facilities to monitor mining districts
in Taiwan in a bid to prevent misuse
of land and accidents, the Ministry
of Economic Affairs (MOEA) said.
Under the monitoring plan, underground mining data is being collected via GIS and incorporated into
database.
Satellite images of mines will be

examined and compared and locations where physical changes or
accidents had occurred or had a
potential to occur will be identified.

ISRAEL

IDF's secret power
The Mesuah (Beacon), a digital
control-and-command system,
enabled troops without proper
security clearance to view detailed
satellite imagery of secret army
bases throughout the country.
Manufactured by defence electronics firm Elbit, it is in widespread
use among Israel Defense Forces
(IDF) combat soldiers in the West
Bank.
Soldiers are also able to view
high-resolution images that are
clear enough to enable one to see
buildings, roadways and trees.

PHILIPPINES

Geo-hazard mapping to safeguard
future
The Department of Environment
and Natural Resources (DENR)
and Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD),
have signed an agreement, Risk
Mapping of Key Urban Centers
for Disaster Risk Reduction in
the Bicol region. Under this project, a detailed geo-hazard mapping of the three key cities in the
region, Albay, Sorsogon and Catanduanes will be conducted to reduce the
risk of disasters. The project aims to prepare 1:10,000 scale geo-hazard
map and risk map of certain key urban centres in Bicol region.
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PAKISTAN

Raising awareness
through maps
A website using Map Maker API,
http://www.local.com.pk/hunza/, for
raising awareness about the series of
landslides that hit Atta Abad, in

Gilgit-Baltistan, was created by
Jabran and Omer. They want to make
disaster data more accessible and
useful. The website is now recognised as a primary source of information for the Hunza disaster, and is
listed on the UN-Spider knowledge
portal.
The publishing of post-disaster
imagery, made available by Google,
allowed Map Maker users to provide
unique mapping contributions (that
is, shelters, health centres, flood
prone areas, etc).

AZERBAIJAN

Project on illegal
logging
Non-governmental organisations,
research institutes, consulting companies and other interested organisa-

MALAYSIA

SmartMap 2010.06 launched
E-Mapping Solutions Sdn Bhd (EMS) unveiled the latest
version of its database, SmartMap 2010.06 for Malaysia.
The new map includes point per lot house number
data, based on GPS measurements on approximately
89,000 kilometres of roads in peninsular Malaysia and
18,000 kilometres of major roads across east Malaysia.

M-SAFE Putrajaya live now
Telekom Malaysia announced that M-SAFE Putrajaya
project is live now. It is one of the Government’s
initiatives to establish Putrajaya as a safe city.
The project integrates the elements of computer aided
dispatch equipped with 2D GIS map and 3D 360 degrees
augmented map. Perbadanan Putrajaya, the local
planning authority for Putrajaya, is the company that
developed and implemented the Putrajaya’s CCTV system
while Telekom Malaysia Berhad (TM) has been appointed
by the Government to develop, implement and manage
an integrated Malaysia Emergence Response System 999
system.
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tions are invited to apply for a pilot
project to examine the issue of illegal
logging in Azerbaijan under the European Union (EU)-funded Forest Law
Enforcement and Governance (FLEG)
programme.
The case study will look into the
situation in the Balaken-Zagatala
transboundary region. The project in
Azerbaijan aims to build capacity and
thus help the forestry sector move
towards EU standards using the
European experience.
The EU-funded FLEG programme,
worth USD 6 million, supports governments, civil society and the private sector in Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Belarus, Georgia, Moldova, Russia
and Ukraine in the development of
sound and sustainable forest management practices, including the prevention of illegal forestry activities.

NEWS

Europe
UK

Fraud maps ready
OS OpenData, Ordnance Survey's
mapping and data portal, is now
freely available for companies offering financial services to help them
identify patterns in fraud and aid in
intelligent decision making. To
demonstrate the potential, Ordnance Survey has created a series of
fraud maps that match statistics
from a leading industry body to their
geographic locations. The result, the
company claims, is a striking and
revealing representation of the
peaks and troughs of the British
'fraud landscape'. Among the
datasets are Code Point Open, which
provide a geographic marker for
every postcode area in the country

On World Oceans
Day, a seabed
map of Dorset
became the first in
the UK to be made
freely available to
the public. The
Dorset Integrated
Seabed (DORIS)
study map displays contours,
reefs, wrecks and
rocky ledges, as well as many of the seabed's habitats from Abbotsbury to
Swanage visible through linked photographs. It is available through
Google Earth. The DORIS scheme has been undertaken by Dorset Wildlife
Trust, the Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA) and Channel Coastal
Observatory. The map will be used by MCA to update navigation charts, by
the Channel Coastal Observatory to offer information to coastal engineers
and by the Dorset Wildlife Trust to identify significant and vulnerable
seabed habitats.

Free seabed map of Dorset

Aerial survey of
London in one day

and boundary line, which maps the
nation's definitive administrative
boundary framework. Fraud data is
supplied by Credit Industry Fraud
Avoidance System (CIFAS).
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GeoInformation Group completed
aerial survey of London in just
one day.
The survey aims to upgrade its
existing Cities Revealed London
database. Previous air surveys of
the city have taken up to three
years for completion due to
weather and complexities of air
traffic restrictions across one of
the busiest air spaces in the
world.
Using a state-of-the-art digital A3
camera, GeoInformation Group,
along with its flying partner Aerodata International Surveys, was able to
survey and collect over 4500 images
across London.
The new camera technology
enabled the survey aircraft to fly
more efficiently and collect 10 cm
ground resolution imagery.

RUSSIA

Joint venture with
Trimble
The Russian Space Systems Corporation and the US Trimble Navigation Group have signed an agreement to create a joint satellite navigation venture in Russia. The staterun Russian Space Systems Corporation involves six scientific and
research organisations. Each of the
companies will hold 50 per cent
stake in the Rusnavgeoset company
which will produce GNSS geodetic
network infrastructure systems, as
per the statement posted on Russian Space Systems' website.

SWEDEN

LBS revenue to soar
high in Europe
Mobile location-based service (LBS)

July 2010

revenues in Europe are forecasted to
grow from EUR 220 million in 2009
at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 12 per cent to reach EUR
420 million in 2015, according to a
report from Berg Insight. Local
search, navigation services and
social networking are believed to
become the top applications in
terms of number of users. Berg said
that the revenue model for many
mobile applications in the consumer
segment is shifting from premium
fees to ad-funding. This is especially
the case for location-based services
where navigation services are gradually becoming free for end-users.

UKRAINE

Interstate radio
navigation programme
Ukraine has signed 15 out of 18
planned agreements at a meeting of
the Council of Commonwealth of
Independent States’ (CIS) Prime
Ministers and supported one decision out of four put before the
council.
Among the agreements signed by
Ukraine are interstate radio navigation programmes of the CIS states, a
plan of activities for veterans' organizations of the CIS states, and an
agreement to continue the search
for soldiers missing since the war in
Afghanistan (1979-1989).
However, Ukraine didn't sign a
protocol on the stages for forming a
common electric power market of
the CIS members, an agreement
about giving Moscow State University of Geodesy and Cartography the
status of a CIS basic educational
institution for training experts in
geodesy, cartography, cadastre and
remote Earth sensing.
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FRANCE

Relativity to guide future GNSS systems
Einstein's general theory of relativity,
which deals with gravity, could be used to
improve global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) in the future. European
Space Agency's (ESA) Advanced Concepts
Team has collaborated with the University
of Ljubljana to explore this possibility.
Present navigation satellite systems,
such as Galileo and GPS, employ Newtonian trigonometry to determine positions, using earth stations as reference points. This approach would perform ideally if all the satellites and the receiver were at rest and far from
Earth. The team drew its inspiration from a paper published by Bartolomé
Coll of Systèmes de Référence Temps-Espace at the Observatoire de
Paris.

SWITZERLAND

Campaign to understand biosphere
The Group on Earth Observations Biodiversity Observation Network (GEO
BON) released its detailed, 175-page implementation plan for a coordinated global campaign. It is available on its website
www.earthobservations.org/geobon.shmtl. The campaign aims to gather
and share information on biodiversity, provide tools for data integration
and analysis and contribute to improve environmental management and

human well-being. Some of the organisations involved in this campaign
are National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), DIVERSITAS,
European Union's EBONE project, Global Biodiversity Information Facility
(GBIF) and the UN Environment Programme's World Conservation Monitoring Centre (UNEP-WCMC).
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Australia and
Oceania
AUSTRALIA

Pushing for GPS
The National Transport Commission
(NTC) has called on the logistics
industry to jointly work with Australian state and federal governments in formulating national standards for the implementation of invehicle telematics. The technology,
which helps to electronically monitor and manage vehicle fleets, drivers and their loads, has already
seen a wide up-take among some of
the industry's larger players like
Woolworths. Now, smaller players
are analysing the cost factor associated with the technology. The NTC's
senior management of safety, Jeff
Potter, said that the Federal Government policy body wasn't looking to
mandate its use or constrain innovation, but to avoid inconsistent
implementation across Australia.

One stop for all
biodiversity info
The Atlas of Living Australia (ALA)
will go live in September 2010. People will then be able to contribute
sightings of plants, animals and
micro-organisms to the Atlas.
In the lead up to September, ALA
is bringing together a huge amount
of biodiversity information from
research, literature, records and
Australia’s natural history collections. The Atlas will also offer a
range of analytical tools to assist in
the study, identification and management of native plants, animals
and microorganisms.

NAVTEQ expands
services
NAVTEQ has announced several new
services for its customers in Australia at the CeBIT Australia trade
show. Services include the availability of their location-based advertising services, a tourism product with
Lonely Planet and a historical traffic
database. Howard Hayes, senior vice

president of NAVTEQ Traffic, said,
“We have collected more than half a
billion GPS data points to build a
comprehensive traffic database in
Australia.”The company’s new location-aware advertising network,
LocationPoint will make its Australian debut via Yapp Mobile.
The company together with its
tourism content brand, The ‘Lonely
Planet Trips for NAVTEQ’ is also
offering some of the best travelled
road tours in Australia, as well as
Lonely Planet captured Points Of
Interests.

Seabed mapped
Pacific islands not
shrinking
The latest research indicates that most
of the Pacific's low-lying islands are
growing, not shrinking, according to
The Australian. In a paper published in
the journal Global and Planetary
Change, researchers Paul Kench of the
University of Auckland, and Arthur Webb of the South Pacific Applied Geoscience Commission (SOPAC) in Fiji, have challenged the established belief
that Pacific islands are rapidly eroding away. They examined the shape of 27
islands through aerial photos and satellite imagery and concluded, “Local
sea levels around the islands have been rising by an average of mere 2mm
a year during the past 50 years, although the rates of sea level rise are
accelerating.” They also concluded that seven islands have increased in size
since 1950s.

14
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The Cape Byron Marine Park has
become the first in New South
Wales (NSW) to have its seabed
completely mapped using side
scan sonar technology, a programme that has been described
as one of the best in Australia.
Key findings include - Julian
Rocks’ huge fish diversity, grey
nurse sharks and abundance of
temperate corals; one of the narrowest points on the continental
shelf is at Cape Byron; the Lennox
Head moat with its boulder reef
habitats and the spanner crab
spawning area south of Cape
Byron.
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NEWS

Americas
USA

GPS for commercial
planes
Airlines, private jet operators and
other aircraft owners are officially
on notice: Their planes must be
equipped with new global-position-

Yahoo and Nokia
announce global
alliance
Yahoo has entered into an agreement with Nokia under which Nokia
will provide map and navigation
services to Yahoo customers around
the world and Yahoo will offer e-mail
and chat services to Nokia customers. The deal was announced in
New York by Yahoo CEO Carol Bartz
and Nokia CEO Olli-Pekka
Kallasvuo. The companies also said
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ing technology by January 1, 2020,
according to USA TODAY. Many individuals who own small singleengine planes are also required to
install the new equipment at a cost
of up to USD 10,000 per plane — if
they expect to operate at commercial airports or close to congested
airspace.
Transportation Secretary Ray
LaHood suggested that government
might provide financial help to the
industry for equipping its planes.
they would work to provide an integrated logon system for each other's online services. Some selected
services are expected to become
available in the second half of this
year, with global availability expected in 2011.

Yahoo acquires
Koprol
Yahoo! Inc. recently announced the
acquisition of Koprol. Headquartered in Jakarta, Indonesia, Koprol
extends Yahoo’s social, mobile and
local offerings and focuses on the
intersection of location, community
expertise and mobile experiences
that have
become important trends
around the
globe.
Yahoo! is
focused on personally relevant
content to its
global users on
multiple devices
and access
points. Koprol
has a database
of locations

Merrick goes for
aerial RS data
Merrick GeoSpatial Solutions will
now provide helicopter-acquired
remote sensing data products and
services. The firm is purchasing a
light detection and ranging sensor
that will be co-mounted with additional sensors for high resolution
colour orthophotography, high resolution oblique imagery, colour
infrared orthophotography and
hyperspectral imaging. The new
within a city, created through its
community so that people can find
friends or
discover new local businesses
or neighborhood resources. Yahoo!
plans to leverage this rich community of information generated
by Koprol users to make its
properties and applications,
including its homepage and media
and communications products,
more relevant.

Optech acquires
DiMAC sprl
Optech Incorporated acquired
DiMAC sprl, inventor of the patented
DiMAC true Forward Motion Compensation technology.
Don Carswell, Optech’s President,
said that photogrammetric imagery
and LiDAR data collection technologies are quickly merging, becoming
a single mainstream technology;
hence, the acquisition is the logical
next step in serving the aerial survey
marketplace. The DiMAC offices in
Charleroi, Belgium, will remain
DiMAC’s worldwide headquarters.
Julien Losseau, Managing Director
of DiMAC sprl, will retain his current
position.
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system will be helpful in smaller
area mapping projects such as flood
plains, transportation systems,
coastlines and so on.

Hyperspectral info
for field commanders
TacSat-3 spacecraft will be upgraded from an experimental to an operational satellite, according to the US
Air Force Space Command. The
spacecraft carries the advanced
responsive tactically effective military imaging spectrometer,
ARTEMIS. Such hyperspectral sensors have already been used on
some unmanned aerial vehicles.

GPS IIF satellite launched
GPS IIF is the first of a new generation of GPS
satellites launched from the Kennedy Space
Center at Cape Canaveral. A dozen such Boeing-built satellites will be launched over the
next several years to replace 20-year-old
satellites now in service. According to Airforce
Times, life of the satellite is 12 years. It is
equipped with faster processors, more memory and a new signal for civilian uses. This is
the first GPS mission to launch on a Delta 4,
after 49 missions launched atop the smaller
Delta 2 between 1989 and 2009.

LiDAR for farmers

Now, it has been designed to test
technologies that can bring field
commanders real-time tactical level
intelligence.

Biomass mapping in
Amazon Forest
Fugro EarthData claims to have
developed accurate, landscape-level
estimates of carbon content in lowland tropical forests of South America using data collected by its airborne radar mapping platform,
GeoSAR.
The work, which is funded by the
Blue Moon Fund, is carried out by
Wake Forest University and NASA’s
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A new way to make topographic maps
with LiDAR (light detection and ranging) can help farmers divert more
resources to the highest-yielding
parts of their fields, according to
Agricultural Research Service (ARS).
James McKinion, an electronics engineer at the ARS Genetics and Precision Agriculture Research Unit at
Mississippi State, conducted the study with entomologist Jeff Willers and
geneticist Johnie Jenkins at the ARS unit in Mississippi. The researchers
contracted a plane with LiDAR sensors to fly over 1,000 rolling acres of
farm. By blending yield results with the maps, they were able to divide
fields into high-, medium-, and low-yield zones.

New agro carbon accounting method
Carbon dioxide emissions from agricultural activity in the United States
can now be tracked with unprecedented resolution, according to Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). A team led by Tristram West, a member of ORNL's Environmental Sciences Division, used satellite remote
sensing, computational resources and high-resolution national inventory
datasets to pinpoint agricultural-based carbon emissions nationwide. The
method, outlined in the journal Ecological Applications, provides a link
between ground-based estimates and atmospheric measurements for any
given agricultural point in the nation. This research was funded in part by
the NASA Earth Sciences Division and the Department of Energy Biological and Environmental Research Programme's Consortium for Carbon
Sequestration in Terrestrial Ecosystems.
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Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL).
Project deliverables include digital,
high-resolution above-ground biomass estimates for the project area,
and a map of total carbon storage
for evaluation of REDD related baseline projects.

Uses of nonnavigational GPS Data
The US Military’s GPS satellites
include sensors for the Nuclear

Resolution for geospatial education
The Coalition of Geospatial Organizations (COGO) endorsed a resolution
urging the Obama administration to take action to improve K-12 education in geography and geospatial skills. COGO endorsed a slightly modified version of a similar resolution proposed by the Association of American Geographers, a COGO founding member.
It also urges the Congress to enhance geography teacher training by
passing legislation such as the Teaching Geography is Fundamental Act
(H.R. 1240/S. 749).
The primary reason for COGO’s endorsement of this resolution now is
that the Congress is scheduled to reauthorise the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), commonly known as “No Child Left
Behind,” for the first time in almost a decade. COGO urges others to contact their Congressional delegations to support changes to the ESEA.

Bill to curb crime using virtual maps
The US Senate passed Senate Bill 151 by 93-0 vote. The Bill by Sen.
Robert Adley, R-Benton, aims to strengthen penalties for crimes committed with the aid of Internet-generated virtual maps, including acts of
terrorism.
Adley's Bill defines a "virtual street-level map" as one that is available
on the Internet and can generate the location or picture of a home or
building by entering the address of the structure or an individual's name
on a website. While proposed punishment for acts of terror is at least 10
years, it’s one year for crimes like burglary etc.
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Detonation Detection System which
watches the world for nuclear explosions. In the process, it collects
mounds of environmental data
which, in the hands of climate scientists, could add greatly to our
understanding of global warming,
said Professor Daniel N. Baker,
Director of the Laboratory for
Atmospheric and Space Physics,
University of Colorado, Boulder. The
non-navigational data, which is
designed to observe visible light,
high-frequency radio waves, x-rays,
and gamma rays, is controlled by
national security agencies and
treated as classified, although it
isn’t and there is no compelling
national security reason to do so.

‘Educate the
consumer’
“There's a responsibility incumbent
upon all providers of location-based
services (LBS) to educate consumers as to how their location
information
is collected, stored
and used,”
said David
Diggs,
Vice-President, Wireless Internet Development for CTIA-The Wireless Association, an international non-profit
membership organisation. He added
that at the same time, consumers
must take the time to understand
the information that's available
about LBS applications. It is important for consumers to read those
licence agreements, because that is
where the specifics about the app
can be found.
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Real 3D,” said Dante Pennacchia Pictometry’s Chief Marketing Officer.

Free 3D models for
journalists
Pictometry International along with
its Australian licensee AAM, released
new Pictometry imagery and Pictometry Real 3D models of FIFA 2010
world cup stadiums for the use of
international media. Pictometry Real
3D enables users to simulate a view
that appears to zoom in on a stadium
and allows users to fly in and around
a location to give them a real-time
experience.
“Our 3D is so realistic that viewers
feel they’re seeing stadiums in real
time from a blimp or helicopter when,
in fact they’re looking at Pictometry

May 2010

Glacial geology maps
released
As part of an effort to map the glacial
geology for the entire state, the Ohio
Department of Natural Resources

Division of Geological Survey has
released a series of detailed maps
that identify and describe the nature
and thickness of Ohio's glacial
deposits.
Materials shown on the maps
include sand and gravel, fine-grained
sediments, clay, organic materials
and bedrock. While the glacial
mapping series does not represent
the entire state - only about 60 per
cent of the state was glaciated
the mapping to date accounts for
nearly 80 per cent of Ohio's
glaciated areas.
The division's glacial mapping
efforts are funded by the U.S. Geological Survey STATEMAP
programme. The glacial geology
maps are available for at www.ohiodnr.com /geosurvey.
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Book on SDI efforts
ESRI Press published second edition
of Building European Spatial Data
Infrastructures, written by Ian Masser. The book talks about the European Union's (EU) ongoing efforts to
develop comprehensive, multinational spatial data infrastructures (SDIs).
Designed as a reference for GIS professionals and decision makers, the
new edition promotes a general
understanding of SDI concepts and
provides examples of practical applications. This revised edition of the
book presents an overview of the
Infrastructure for Spatial Information

in Europe (INSPIRE) Directive, which
provides the framework for EU community member states to implement
regional SDIs and the processes
involved in SDI development and
implementation.

CANADA

Streamlining data
Spatial Energy and Intermap Technologies announced the integration of
NEXTMap high-resolution countrywide elevation data into Spatial on
Demand, energy-specific online database. Spatial on Demand is an enter-

prise geospatial data hosting application used to store, access, query and
retrieve a company’s corporate
geospatial data, as well as other
energy-specific datasets. It allows
customers to quickly identify the
availability of elevation data for a particular area of interest and order it
directly from their desktop. The portal streamlines both the ordering and
delivery of data. Intermap’s countrywide NEXTMap datasets include uniformly reliable digital surface models
(DSMs), digital terrain models (DTMs)
and orthorectified radar images
(ORIs).

RGS honours Jack
Dangermond
Jack Dangermond, President, ESRI, has been honoured with the Patron’s
Medal by the United Kingdom’s Royal Geographical Society (RGS). In its official announcement, RGS said, “Dangermond received the award for his
extensive work promoting geographical science through the development of
GIS.” Past honourees of the Patron’s Medal include David Livingstone, Roald
Amundsen, Sir Edmund Hillary, and Richard Leakey. The society is a key
supporter of many famous expeditions, including those of Charles Darwin, the evolution theorist and biologist, and
Robert Scott’s Antarctic explorations.

Pictometry helps restore landmarks
Pictometry International in association with the International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) is helping
Haiti in preserving cultural locations for tourism and commerce. ICOMOS has established a protocol for using mapping data and imagery to identify and restore historic areas. Volunteers scan historic maps from the 18th and 19th
centuries, then overlay the maps on imagery to locate the footprint of a structure on a historic map and match damaged structures to those on the images. Locations are then tagged as a potential historic site and are examined in
greater detail. The oblique views and high resolution detail of Pictometry imagery allows examiners to distinguish
between earthquake damage and pre-existing damage or demolition.

lat/lon now principal member of OGC
The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) announced that lat/lon has become a principal member of the OGC. Earlier,
the company was active participant in the OGC and has contributed to the development of numerous OGC standards
and compliance tests. As a principle member, it will evaluate and provide guidance on market direction and Consortium focus, and have authority over the development, release and adoption of OGC standards through their voting
rights in the OGC Planning Committee (PC).
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South America
BRAZIL

AEB and CONAE to develop
satellite
The Brazilian
Space Agency
(AEB) along with
Comisión Nacional
de Actividades
Espaciales
(CONAE) will
develop the SabiáMar Satellite for
the global observation of oceans
and the monitoring of the Brazilian and Argentinean
coastline. USD 2.5 million have been granted by the AEB
board for the initial studies which are expected to be completed in nine months. The satellite will be able to detect
colour of the oceans, monitor oil exploration, manage
coastal areas and contribute to the fishery. The Sabiá-Mar

project is in line with the objectives set by the international scientific community and more specifically with those
established by the Committee on Earth Observation
Satellite.

VENEZUELA

Geographic portal for
development planning
In order to support development planning activities that
require the use of geographic information in South America, GeoSUR Programme has launched several innovative
geographic services. The first service, a regional geographic portal, offers access to national maps posted on
the Internet by more than thirty institutions in South
America. This is the first geographic portal that offers
access to geographical data from institutions throughout
South America, according to Global Spatial Data Infrastructure Association. The programme is led by the
Andean Development Bank (CAF) and the Pan-American
Institute of Geography and History, with technical support
from the U.S. Geological Survey EROS Center (Earth
Resources Observation and Science Center)

DATA ACQUISITION

Prof. Ian Dowman
Department of Civil, Environmental and Geomatic Engineering
University College London
London (UK)
idowman@cege.ucl.ac.uk

With images from
space-based
platforms emerging
as significant source
of mapping and
geospatial data, it
becomes pertinent to
look at trends in
space-based data
acquisition.
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MEETING
DEMAND FROM
SPACE
mages from space-based platforms are now established as a useful
and economic source of data for extracting information for mapping
and geospatial data bases. The images which can be used for this
purpose range from sensors such as MODIS with 250m, 500m and 1000m
pixel size and wide global coverage with a short time frame, Landsat with
60m, 30m and 15m pixel size giving regular medium resolution coverage for
monitoring, to high resolution images from sensors with 0.5m pixel size,
with the ability to access any part of the globe within 24 hours but only giving
irregular global coverage.
Another important group of sensors collects stereoscopic images for generation of digital elevation models (DEMs). The data also includes data from
microwave sensors using synthetic aperture radar technology, now producing resolution of 1m, and being used interferometrically to give elevation
data and to monitor tectonic movement and subsidence at the millimeter
level. These imaging sensors are supported by Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (GNSS) which are vital for providing positional information, both for

I
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Enhanced image resolution

Table 1: Plot showing changes of pixel size (m) with time 1986 - 2009

mapping directly and for giving the position of other platforms. The combination of imaging system and positioning system, together with the use of inertial navigation
systems, has been the driving force behind many important developments in recent years; particularly LiDAR,
mobile mapping systems and interferometric synthetic
aperture radar systems (IfSAR). GNSS is also essential for
positioning satellite imaging sensors and has enabled
images to be acquired with high georeferenced accuracy.

The most important trend over the
past 46 years has been the improvement in image resolution. Table 1
illustrates the trend to higher resolution. It also shows anomalies relating
to particular applications. The SPOT
satellites for example give data continuity over 24 years at 10m pixel size;
MOMS was a research sensor, maybe
ahead of its time, SPOT HRS is
designed for generating digital elevation models.
Along with improved resolution having improved georeferencing, SPOT 1
data was geolocated to kilometer level
whilst this is now down to metres for the most recent sensors. These developments have enabled organisations
producing geospatial information to use the data commercially, or for national mapping and also for the data to
be an important source of information for applications
such as disaster management.
Most of the satellites included in table 1 are not classified as small satellites. Sandau (2008) defines a small
satellite as being less than 1000kg and lists those currently flying. The most significant issue with small satellites is their development by countries
other than those with large space
agencies: Nigeria, Algeria, Korea,
China (Taipei), Korea being particular
examples and many of these have
been built by Surrey Satellite Technology Limited (SSTL). SSTL has also
initiated the disaster monitoring constellation (DMC) which pools resources of the members for rapid response
to disasters.

Stereoscopic data acquisition

Landsat image
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Another important development has
been the improved acquisition of stereoscopic data. Some sensors such as
ASTER, SPOT HRS and ALOS PRISM
allow the collection of two or three
images within seconds of each other,
using fore and aft sensors, whilst the
agile sensors such as Worldview and
GeoEye can collect stereo data in a
single overpass by changing the pointing direction of the single sensor.
July 2010

The available technology has scope
for improvement in resolution and
data processing, but development of
this will depend on policy decisions
relating to resolution and data
access.
Sensors using interferometric SAR have also been used
for this purpose, the prime example being SRTM (Shuttle
Radar Topography Mission). SRTM has produced a near
global DEM with 1 arc second spacing and elevation precision of better than 16m. A more recent development has
been the ASTER GDEM.
As well as the improved resolution, these high resolution sensors all have multispectral channels, providing
colour images which are co-registered with the panchromatic channel. Data fusion software allows these channels to be combined in whatever way suits the application. A popular product is an orthoimage, which has
relief distortion corrected, but requires a digital elevation
model (DEM) in order to remove the effect of the terrain,
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but a 3D model with buildings to remove the distortion
caused by buildings.

3D data creation
Three dimensional data can be generated using stereo
imagery and manual mapping. An important development
has been the use of rational polynomial coefficients to
create 3D models on a workstation. This removes the
need for users to enter a specific sensor model, or for
control for orientation, although control is still necessary
for checking the orientation, but it also requires the data
provider to give the coefficients with the image. RPCs
were viewed with some suspicion initially, but are now
widely used without problems.
Lower resolution multispectral sensors have been developed for specific applications, for example MODIS and
Landsat, but their application is generally for scientific
research. The applications of this high resolution satellite
data are very varied. Perhaps the widest use of the data is
for applications such as Google Earth and Bing, where
uncorrected data is used to populate global data sets. Global mosaics of MODIS and Landsat data are of lower resolution, but better geolocated, and can be used for scientific
purposes. DEMs are used to produce orthoimages which
generally give much better location accuracy.
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resolution SAR operating in
X-band, with resolution of up
to 1m. The Group on Earth
Observation (GEO) and the
Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS) is
investigating a new constellation to fill in gaps in the
Earth observation programme required to satisfy
the data requirements of the
Global Earth Observing Systems of Systems (GEOSS).

Future trends

Small satellite

Use of radar
The more radical development has been the use of radar
from space. Sensors such as ERS 1 and 2 and Radarsat 1
were designed to generate synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
images for various environmental and intelligence applications, but it was found that the ERS data, which was provided with high accuracy positional information, could be
used to generate interferograms which could be used to
generate high accuracy elevation data, and by using a third
image, measure movement due to tectonic activity or subsidence. Radar sensors have continued to improve with
Envisat continuing from ERS, Radarsat 2 and recently TerraSAR-X and Cosmo-skyMed. Improvement in interfeometry has also continued. SRTM is a notable example, but
TerraSAR-X is also used for this and will be continued with
TanDEM-X.

Constellation launch
The most recent development in sensor technology has
been the launching of constellations. The Disaster Monitoring Constellation (DMC) has been operating for some
time using the sensors produced by SSTL in UK. Rapid Eye
is a prime example of this, being a constellation of five
sun-synchronous Earth observation providing large area,
multi-spectral images with frequent revisits with 6.5m
ground sampling distance (GSD) and orbital position
knowledge of less than 10 meters with 95% confidence.
The Cosmo-skyMed constellation consists of 4 mediumsize satellites, each one equipped with a microwave high-
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In terms of resolution for the
future, it is well known that
better resolution of optical
sensors is possible, but
restricted by issues of national security, so new development will come from policy decisions which will allow higher resolution and wider access to data. There appears to be
a sound commercial market for satellite data and there is
still room for improvement in the level of acceptance of
such data for 3D mapping. Improved software for feature
extraction and image analysis is still required, for 3D mapping automatic extraction of buildings and roads is a critical
requirement and still a major research activity. The use of
small satellites still has to prove itself as a cost efficient
tool for smaller nations, but consortia such as African
Resources Management (ARM) Satellite Constellation may
be able to make good use of this type of technology.
Space agencies such as ESA, NASA, NOAA have long
term programmes for collecting data for environmental
studies, with a wide range of specialist instruments.
Organisations such as the Group on Earth Observation
(GEO) will have an influence on the further development of
data acquisition from satellite platforms by studying gaps
in provision of data for important global requirements
such as climate change, management of water and forests and understanding changes in the natural ecology
and biodiversity.
So in summary we can say that space-based data acquisition is in a strong position, providing products for which
there is a significant demand, for commercial use, national mapping and scientific research. The available technology still has scope for improvement in resolution and data
processing, but development of this will depend on policy
decisions relating to resolution and data access.
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IMAGE PROCESSING

DETECTING AND
MONITORING
CHANGE

Brad Skelton
CTO, ERDAS
Brad.Skelton@erdas.com

Here’s a look at
technological
innovations in
image processing
and their impact on
the geospatial
ecosystem

echnological innovations in image processing can be looked at from
both the algorithmic and computational sides. On the algorithm
side, automated feature extraction, while still the Holy Grail, is continuing to improve significantly. On the computational side, the availability of
inexpensive massive multicore systems is changing the approach to algorithm implementation.

T

Multicore systems availability
Multisource data fusion, coupled with improved segmentation and objectbased metrics and Bayesian classification can now produce high quality
building footprint extraction (for example) with the need for very little update
or correction. Traditional high resolution optical sources can be combined
with SAR imagery and LIDAR data to provide a much richer set of cues. For
example, the addition of LIDAR improves the ability to distinguish between a
flat roof and driveway. SAR data provides the ability to detect additional material differences that would not be visible in optical images. Working in object
July 2010
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space after segmentation provides cues based on shape,
such as roundness or squareness, and enables you to use
proximity of different objects as a further cue, for example, as the presence of shadows next to buildings.
As the 18-month cycle of doubling CPU speed has
essentially stopped with most processors running at just
around 3 GHZ today, increasing the number of cores in the
CPU to do work is now the way to increase speed. While
most machines now come with dual or quad core CPUs
and eight core and higher are coming, the graphics processing units (GPUs) have been going well beyond that.
Today one can buy a 448 core GPU for just about $350.
Couple this, with the adoption of a standard language for
multicore computing on GPUs called OpenCL and you
have a significant change for image processing. Image
processing lends itself well to parallel processing, and
performance can improve by 10 to 100 times with these
systems.

Automated feature extraction
Automated feature extraction advancement is driven by
the need to reduce cost and improve accuracy and repeatability. These improvements are being recognised by the
wider availability of multisource data, along with improved
computational capability. The improvements in GPUs for
general purpose applications have been driven by the
gaming market. This extensive market is driven by a
demand for ever increasing realism, which requires the
high numbers of cores.
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Automated feature extraction
advancement is driven by the
need to reduce cost and improve
accuracy and repeatability. These
improvements are being
recognised by the wider
availability of multisource data,
along with improved
computational capability
Detecting and measuring change
Detecting and measuring change is (and has been) the
real driving application of these technologies. Monitoring
change for administrative, emergency and defense applications is at the top of the list. Take, for example, monitoring oil spills and not just major disasters like that in Gulf.
Shipping throughout the world results in oil spills on a
routine basis. There is a need to detect, measure and
track these spills. SAR data is particularly useful in this
detection and automated feature extraction can be used to
measure and track change.
Many of the tools in ERDAS IMAGINE, LPS and ERDAS
APOLLO leverage multicore CPUs. In the future, we will
also include support for the massively cored GPUs.
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A REVOLUTION IN PRINTING SOLUTIONS
− Eli
Eliminating the costs and
delays associated with reliance
delay
print shops
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Low cost per copy
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with efficient writing system,
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print at the same time
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arge format (LF) printing and scanning plays a key role in the GIS
workflow. A large format print is a physical medium. Paper is essential to present complex spatial and design data in a
simple, attractive and effective way. It
ensures that fewer prints are needed, due
to precise printing and previews that
eliminate waste. Precision also narrows
margin for error. Visualisation and publishing is one of the key steps in exploiting GIS and this is where most of the LF
printing takes place.
Addressing this requirement, HP offers
innovative solutions that facilitate the
process of communicating ideas and
making better decisions by:
• Presenting complex data more clearly
and accurately
• Making information more visually
appealing
• Giving more people access to the
results of GIS analysis
• Shortening the time taken to print
out results of GIS analysis
• Providing a low maintenance and
low attendance printing solution
July 2010

• Demonstrable ROI
• Using the Internet Browser to speed
up workflows - HP Designjet portfolio with Embedded Web Server capabilities
• Comprehensive connectivity – HP
provides GIS-specific solutions,
developed in co-operation with key
player in GIS field
• Precise equipment that minimises
errors
• Increase productivity
• Manage high print volumes and peak
workloads
• Review, check designs, and obtain
approvals for faster project completion
• Enhanced productivity lowers cost of
ownership and reduces overall IT
spending
• Lowering operating costs through
− Remote printer management for
excellent control of the print processes and costs
− Previewing and printing only when
needed; avoid trial-&-error prints

Designjet Printers are the
HP D
most widely used large formo
mat printers in the industry.
ma
With over 1 million printers
W
sold worldwide, HP Designjet
defacto printer of choice in the
is a defac
llarge fformat for CAD and GIS applications. A significant benefit offered by
HP is higher cost savings. Users can
reduce total costs up to 33% by integrating large-format printers into the
existing managed printing environment. HP Instant Printing Utility 3.5
is the easiest way to print to a Large
Format Printer. It offers the benefits of
size and rotation, advanced settings
and real preview. Users can print from
their desktop in various formats, such
as TIFF, JPEG, HPGL/2, DWF, PDF,
MS Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint)
& Outlook Attachments, without the
need of installing any applications on
their PC.

HP Printing Solutions
To address these needs and more, HP
offers a wide range of printing solutions. The holistic solutions are about
Alternative Thinking About Printing.
HP enables for its users improved
workflow by steamlining workflow and
GIS DEVELOPMENT
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A REVOLUTION IN PRINTING SOLUTIONS
HP Designjet portfolio
HP Designjet 111

HP Designjet 130

HP Designjet 510

HP Designjet Z2100

HP Designjet T770

HP Designjet Z3200

HP Designjet T1200

HP Designjet Z5200

HP Designjet T1200 HD-MFP

HP Designjet Z6100

HP Designjet T1120 SD-MFP

HP Designjet L25500 LV-PSP

HP Designjet 4020
HP Designjet 4520

increasing productivity, environment
management by increasing IT productivity and optimising infrastructure by
balancing cost and productivity with
the right device in the right place.
With HP, geospatial professionals gain
faster setup times and increased processing speeds in virtually every step of their

workflow—from concept to creation.
HP digital technology offers built-in
efficiencies that allow them to do more
in less time. When their workflow is
uninterrupted they can shorten project
cycles and tighten turn-around times.
HP offers a wide graphics solutions
portfolio where each solution addresses

HP benefits
• Reduced total costs because

• Accelerated business results

users have started actively man-

because with the right devices,

aging their fleet (10-30% sav-

users can take advantage of

ings)
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Workflow Solutions

• Increased productivity because

• Contributing to environmental

optimising the infrastructure

goals because HP helps users

makes sure the right device is in

print more responsibly and to

the right place

manage their assets over their

• Improved availability because

lifetime (including secure dispo-

of managed services to ensure

sition when devices are at end-

uptime

of-life)

• Addressing security because with

• Categorising prints based on ink

a managed environment, users

coverage enables variable pric-

can ensure full security across

ing per page, particularly bene-

the network and all devices

ficial while printing maps
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a different element of the enterprise
customer framework.
To improve workflow, HP offers software solutions such as HP Instant
Printing Utility, HP SCP Repro Control and HP Serif PosterDesign Pro. In
order to manage the fleet environment,
HP offers solutions such as Embedded
Web Server (EWS), HP Web JetAdmin
(WJA) and HP Managed Printe Services (MPS). To optimise infrastructure, users can benefit from HP GSB
printing Portfolio, HP JetDirect Solutions and HP Accounting Solutions.
Not just the printers, but HP’s accessories are also geared to meet requirements of the geospatial industry. HP
Designjet T1200 Printer Series comes
with an external HDD. The 160GB
external HDD is targeted for the public sector especially US defense companies. All information is stored outside
of the printer. The External Hard Disk
(EHD) replaces the printer's internal
hard disk as repository of personal data
storage (job queue, including temporal
processing data, accounting etc). The
EHD can be removed for security reasons when the printer has been turned
off.

Leading into the future
HP is leading the way into the future
with software and service partners and
an unmatched digital printing portfolio
to help improve workflows—from conceptual design to manufacturing or
building—which ultimately helps HP’s
customers win more jobs and better
serve their clients. HP is in continuous
conversation with industry leaders, large
firms and independent professionals,
and it develops solid partnerships with
other technological leaders to guarantee
the best products for its customers.
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A REVOLUTION IN PRINTING SOLUTIONS
HP technology has definitely changed the way
we work. Now we can map the fires in real
time and pass that information to the men and
women on the ground to help them make better
tactical decisions. It’s affordable, it’s easy to use,
and we’ve proven that the technology works.
Tom Patterson
Fire Management Officer –
U.S. Bureau of Land Management

“Most of our maps are now available online as
is most of our data. We have interactive Web
mapping applications as well. We still print
hundreds (maybe thousands) of maps per year
for our internal customers; planning staff, other
departments, reports and lots of scanning too.”

Users vouch for HP
On 12 May, 2008, the Province of
Sichuan, China was rocked by an 8.0
earthquake that devastated the region
within minutes. The response and rescue situations in such emergencies
demand that rescue equipment must
be reliable and compatible with the
leading industry applications and rescue tools need to be reliable and provide results fast. Very critically, rescue
efforts depend highly on the accuracy
of printed maps. After the earthquake
occurred, transportation routes were
cut off and communications were dis-
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rupted. Clear and accurate satellite
image maps of the disaster area became
the most reliable way for rescue teams
to best understand the affected area, in
order to plan rescue efforts. These satellite image maps would become a critical tool in the efforts to save lives.

Nick Franchino

While the rescue teams had to overcome numerous difficulties, battling
the odds continuously day and night,
the relief agencies had to provide
prompt and accurate surveying and
mapping services in order to support
the earthquake relief workers, to ensure
that the rescue efforts could go as
smoothly as possible.

Ray Caputo

This is where the challenge began.
Printing solutions provider Hewlett
Packard (HP) responded with uncompromising reliability, unrivalled speed
and absolute image quality. Its no overstatement when relief officials
observed, “Thanks to the quick deployment of HP technology, within a few
short days relief agencies were able to
complete the equivalent of nearly half a
year’s worth of data distribution tasks
with the help of HP China.”

Office of the Registrar General of India

GIS Manager, Los Angeles County
Dept. of Regional Planning, U.S.A

“Changes in the industry have revolved
around the hardware capability to use and
manipulate very large file sizes (some of
them over 1GB) and also the amount of
data (mostly imagery) now available to us.”
Geographer, US Army Geospatial Center

“It is quite important to digitise old drawings
/ maps because they are the base for the future
course of action. With mapping activities
being undertaken at a large scale by the Office
of Registrar General of India in a big way, the
organisation has procured a large number of
HP printers and is equipped with A3 HP
printer, A3 LaserJet and AO size plotter.”

“JUPEM’s Map Printing Section uses HP
Designjet Z6100. JUPEM uses HP solutions to produce proofings and also backdrops
for special functions in the department. Also,
the organisation benefits from HP’s embedded Web server and Webjet admin features.”
Alwi bin Hassan
Department of Surveying & Mapping, Malaysia (JUPEM)
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A REVOLUTION IN PRINTING SOLUTIONS
We gain a great advantage
when working with HP
Designjet Printers on our oil projects. For those projects we work with
partners and often gather people
around a table to interpret the
results of a seismic analysis or an
operation that has been carried
ed
out in the field. Before havingg
technology that enabled us to
print large-format documents,
ts,
we used to work on A4 or
A3-sized documents. Thanks to
the HP Designjet printers, we
are now able to print out large
arge
sheets that we put on the table
le and
we can all work on the same documents which increases our efficiency.
ciency.
It was very good news for us when
HP received the Energy Star qualification for its printers. We look forward to this qualification being
integrated into the whole HP printer range, as it would significantly
benefit users of large numbers of HP
printers like Total E&P France.”
Jean Louis Ducousso
Printing Department Manager
Total Energy & Process France

T h e
incident is just an
example of how HP’s printing solutions are indispensable to the geospatial industry.
Customers in the public sector in different countries focussing on government entities at all levels; local, state,
municipal and federal, clearly vouch
for geo-technology and GIS as essential tools for enhanced efficiencies,
with HP technology at the core of it.
It is not only the public sector that
has discovered the power of HP solu-
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tio
tions.
Oil and gas industry
giant Total Energy and Progi
cess France uses a variety of
ce
printers and software for its
pr
industrial activities to interindu
pret ggeological data and determine areas where it may find
new oil fields. The company
chose HP Designjet Printers in
1993 when pen-plotters were
still tthe latest technology in
large format printing. Since then, HP
Designjet Printers have been the preferred choice based of their reliability
and the range of large format printers
available. Geologists and geophysicists are the main HP Designjet
printer users in their computer-aided
design (CAD) or GIS activities as
they need to print fluid circulation
plans, such as piping, platform construction plans or geologic, seismic
and satellite maps for interpretation.
Total E&P France also uses HP
Designjet printers for its printing
department which manages all the
printing and scan-to-print requests.
Total E&P France considers environmental parameters as important as
other factors in its investment choice,
and therefore pays attention to cartridge and substrate recycling as well
as energy consumption.
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Interview

A MUTUAL EXPLOSION
OF DISCIPLINES

L

awrie Jordan
Director
Imagery Enterprise
Solutions
ESRI

The overlap between GIS and imagery technologies seems to have grown rapidly over
the last two years. Can you elaborate on
this?

Historically, GIS and imagery have occupied
separate worlds. For a long time, the tools of
digital cartography and imagery had no common
framework to merge. We saw early on that GIS
could be that framework as other enabling technologies emerged like wider bandwidth, faster
CPUs and GPUs, bigger storage capacity, and
so forth. And now those technologies are well
developed enough to handle today’s imagery
demands and also make imagery fit comfortably
in a unified environment like a GIS.
Imagery is becoming more prevalent on a very
large scale, and that’s largely due to the explosion of sensor technology. As the sensors
become better and less expensive, imagery
output increases, and that means there’s that
much more data that organisations must manage, analyse and serve. That can be scary
without a platform specially designed to work
with imagery data and extract the information
value these datasets have.
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And that's really what we are doing at ESRI and
what our imagery partners are doing with us. It’s
a mutual relationship of two enabling technologies. It’s not only good for science, helping both
disciplines grow and expand the field of solutions
to a huge extent but it’s also good for the imagery market.
What are the latest platform-specific innovations in image processing?

There’s a significant enrichment of the imagery
tools in ArcGIS 10, some of which were there
before but have never been exposed in a simple-to-use manner. ArcGIS 10 includes three
major technology elements. One is the Image
Analyst window, which exposes great functionality and is directly accessible in the main UI.
The window also introduces some new technology that lets imagery specialists handle imagery
as just another layer. On-the-fly processing
July 2010

enables these layers to create different
image products instantaneously with no
data duplication. We have, through the
Image Analyst window, also accelerated
the performance of display and roaming
and things of that nature. So no longer is
imagery sort of that bolted-on experience; it’s integral to what we do.
The second major innovation is called the
mosaic dataset. The mosaic dataset
solves a problem that's prevalent in the
imagery community. Typically, imagery
professionals don't work with one image
but collections of images. The challenge
lies in handling them elegantly. The mosaic dataset addresses that by taking the
metadata and putting it into the geodatabase along with information on how to
process the imagery. At the same time, it
leaves the imagery in its raw form, and it
allows the system to do on-the-fly processing. So you can do on-the-fly orthorectification, band composites, things like
computation of vegetation indices, and so
on and so forth — all on-the-fly without
having to replicate the data. The image
data stays in its original form. That's both
a savings in terms of disk space and
resources. It's also a savings in terms of
computation because you only compute
what you need to compute, not the whole
dataset. The system is very dynamic and
new imagery or parameters to process the
imagery can be added or changed at any
time. Now, you can treat whole collections
like one data source that changes over
time just like the world does.

Imagery is becoming
more prevalent on a
very large scale, and
that’s largely due to the
explosion of sensor
technology
July 2010

GeoEye 1 image of Queenstown Airport (on-the-fly sharpening applied)

The next piece of that is dissemination,
or being able to serve out imagery. And
the server itself opens up the sharing of
image resources as image services. The
net result is that, as you serve this image
resource out, users are going to be able
to better understand how the world is
changing, better exploit the imagery for
near-real-time applications, and make
better decisions in the long-term.
Once users see image services as a
dynamic stack, imagery will become the
primary source of new data for the vector
datasets and other raster datasets. And in
the long run, what we envision is that the
abstraction of the world that we call GIS is
going to use imagery as a measurement,
to update it and keep it current and fresh.
If you look at the traditional GIS dataset
without imagery, it's usually very interesting and, of course, provides for very deep
analysis, right? But when you turn that
imagery layer on behind it, you see all the
contextual relationships that are otherwise
lost. If you can have that resource available to you within moments of its collection, now GIS begins to move out of this
realm of long-term decisions or strategic

decisions into tactical short-term decision
making. And, again, that real-time or
near-real time element I think is going to
change GIS and its impact on the world.
Can you elaborate more on the sensors
and their daily output? How often is the
information collected so that we can
exploit it?

If you go back 10 or 15 years, there were
a few satellites or airborne sensors and
you hoped to get an image once every
few days at best. If you look currently at
the satellites in orbit or those that are in
launch sequence, we're approaching 50
or more satellites of different countries
and numerous aerial sensors. Now the
resolutions vary from hundreds of kilometers for weather satellites and scientific
satellites down to sub-meter resolution for
some of the other satellites and highly
detailed aerial imagery. And what we're
enjoying right now is that they look at the
same geography on a daily basis, or possibly several times a day depending on
which satellites you're looking at. So your
opportunities of collection increase rather
rapidly. You now have the ability to almost
stare at targets.
GIS DEVELOPMENT
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Interactive supervised classification of a DigitalGlobe WorldView 2 8-band image

And that's going to be dramatic when you
couple that with the existing geographic
information. So take, for instance, situations where you're monitoring things like
port security, and you want to know what
the situation around piers is. You want to
know what's going on out in the harbour,
and what impacts are being made as a
result of natural or man-made events.
Your ability to look at that multiple times a
day is critical. And more importantly you
don't want the ‘dumb’ image. Today’s
sensors take data-rich pictures, so you
can put that into the context of GIS where
you can begin to do immediate analysis.

Once users see image
services as a dynamic
stack, imagery will
become the primary
source of new data for
the vector datasets and
other raster datasets
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The Gulf of Mexico right now is a good
example of why we need that.
What other technological factors drive
the merger of GIS and imagery?

Imagery is a very data-intensive business.
People think they use a lot of data until they
get into imagery. And it's not unexpected to
see hundreds of terabytes of data as small,
temporary data stores. So what was
unimaginable 10 years ago is practical now,
and we're still pushing the limits in terms of
data storage. The whole computer technology advancement is part of it. Sensors have
advanced rapidly, and one of the key
aspects of that is the direct georeferencing
aspect of sensors. If you go back as little as
10 or 15 years ago, you had to use traditional photogrammetry where you had to
have ground control points, measure ground
control points in the imagery, and compute
attitude and position of the image. Very
labor intensive, very time-consuming.
With the advancement of combined inertial
and GPS technology, you're able to point

these sensors accurately enough so that you
can get engineering-level quality out of some
of the low-altitude sensors; and from space
you're able to actually get very near to target-level quality positioning. So that means
now you can, in a geospatial context, use
this imagery almost immediately as it comes
off the sensor. And with a little bit of work
afterwards you can get the best accuracy
that we have ever enjoyed of this imagery.
We're getting a wider variety of sensors
due to a lot of technological changes in
sensor technology. We have infrared
technology now that is low-cost and very
high fidelity. We've got a variety of radar
platforms collecting data. We have hyperspectral data and multispectral sensors -and of course it's all digital, which means
it's all readily accessible. The last part of
that I'll get into is the fact that in digital
sensors, you're signal-to-noise ratio, or
your colour depth, is tremendous. Anybody who's used to using film and went to
a digital camera saw a little bit of that. It's
even more profound when you get into
these remote sensing systems.
July 2010

TECHCONVERGENCE

EXCITING
TIMES AHEAD!
Prof Arup Dasgupta
Managing Editor (Honorary)
GIS Development
arup.dasgupta@gisdevelopment.net

Two major disruptive
ICT technologies,
mobile
communications and
Web 2.0 are playing a
major role in enabling
remote access to
geospatial data and
applications
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ver the past few years, the trends in the applications of geospatial data and technologies have
been in sync with the overall trend in ICT applications. Two major disruptive ICT technologies, mobile communications and Web 2.0 are playing a major role in
enabling remote access to geospatial data and applications. The sources of geospatial data have increased manifold. Apart from conventional sources like remote sensing and surveying, data is now available from any source
equipped with a GPS enabled device. This enabled neogeographers to make available volunteered information.
In parallel, the scope of geospatial data applications has

O

also multiplied not only in terms of data sources but also
data processing, analysis and distribution. Here too the
contribution of volunteered resources plays a major part.
The implication of such a scenario is the challenge of efficient handling of distributed data and data processing and
analysis functions in a convergent environment. GRID
technology has been around for some time and is being
explored as architecture which can provide such convergence, especially for spatial data infrastructures (SDI).
The latest buzz is about Clouds which has spawned IT services like Data as a Service (DaaS), Software as a Service
(SaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and Platform as
a Service (PaaS) which are being used in the geospatial
world as well. Meanwhile, 3G mobile services, combined
with distributed geospatial services, are providing a very
promising platform for reaching out to the unreached.
This convergence of IT and communications with geospatial technology under a robust set of standards makes for
an exciting future.
At the corporate level, one of the most interesting
developments is the role of GIS in Enterprise Applications Integration (EAI). The integration of various ‘stovepipes’ representing different business process systems
into a single system which reduces data duplication,
assures data concurrency and leads to efficient use of
data is not new. However, the integration of GIS into such
an EAI is of interest as it introduces the spatial element
into business process management. Many large enterprises have implemented such systems and many IT service providers are also marketing services for helping
enterprises to achieve the integration of their EAI with
GIS.
At the government level, SDI represents an integration
of spatial information with systems for e governance.
‘Stovepipes’ in the government are harder to crack but
efforts like INSPIRE in Europe, FGDC in the US and SDI
activities in many countries show that this integration
will happen sooner or later. It is not technology but regulations which act as bottlenecks. The early innovators
like Australian ALIC in Australia and CGIS in Canada
have shown that even in the early days of GIS, integrated
systems were feasible. Today, with the plethora of technologies available the task should be easier.

Clouds and grids
One of the most promising technologies for SDI is the
GRID as it can be configured as a data GRID as well as a
compute GRID. In an integrated environment, an SDI will
have a large number of data centres, each populated and
maintained by the concerned data generating agency.
July 2010
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These centres can be brought into a data GRID. GIS processes like coordinate transformation and overlay analysis, and image processing functions like enhancement
and classification can form part of a compute GRID. Thus
a virtual organisation can be created in a GRID environment which provides data, services and computation power to an end user. Recognising this, the Open Geospatial
Consortium and the Open GRID Forum are in the process
of defining standards which can integrate the architecture-neutral OGC standards with the OGF standards for an
open GRID architecture.
Meanwhile, the GRID has spawned cloud computing
which takes care of certain inherent drawbacks of the
GRID and provides additional services. While the GRID
provides data and compute services, the cloud provides in
addition IaaS - Infrastructure as a Service (ie Amazon
CloudFront) and PaaS - Platform as a Service (Microsoft
Azure). In the cloud, the data GRID becomes a DaaS –
Data as a Service and compute GRID becomes SaaS –
Software as a Service. As far as OGC is concerned, it sees
very little difference between the two which is understandable as OGC standards are architecture neutral. On the
other hand, GRIDs and clouds are all about architectures.
The GRID implies a scalable, volunteered and free-to-use
model while the cloud is a scalable, organised data centres and pay-for-use model. A portion of a cloud can also
work as a GRID; typical examples being the free access
modes of ESRI’s ArcGIS.com and GeoCommons of FortiusOne. These Cloud applications are also examples of
organised volunteered information where organisations
can put up their data for access by others.
How can cloud services be used in the geospatial context? The basic concept of Data as a Service is to provide
access to the data in the format of the user requirements. For example, a user may need data of a project
area which may span over different map sheets and
images. DaaS will enable the user to extract the exact
extent of data instead of having to order all the map
sheets and imagery. DaaS assumes a level of standardisation and on-the-fly processing power which may not
be available yet but a combination of DaaS and SaaS
could be used. If a user defined processing algorithm is
needed, it could be realised using the PaaS features of
the cloud and the coding could be done using IaaS. The
advent of the cloud is significant in that it shows that
industry needs to move away from component marketing
to services marketing. Users with cupboards full of data
CDs and DVDs and who are tired of constantly upgrading
computer systems and software will undoubtedly welcome this move.
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Real time info to all
An exciting application of geospatial data is in augmenting
geospatial data with dynamic information. A project at the
Georgia Institute of Technology puts data from live TV
feeds on to Google Maps. The live TV feeds are processed
to yield information about objects and their movements
and these are then mapped onto Google Maps in real time.
To protect privacy, the actual objects are replaced with
sprites. Many applications are possible using such features like traffic monitoring, security surveillance and
perhaps even live sports.
A combination of the Cloud and 3G mobile communications will enable the access of geospatial data to all. The
implications of this are mind boggling. A listing of possible
services on a 3G network relevant to geospatial applications include routing and real time traffic updates, agricultural advisories, weather updates and community
applications to name a few. The use of geospatial technology and science for providing such services is well understood. The convergence of cloud and 3G will result in
access to the technology and applications, which were
earlier restricted to a few hundred geospatial specialists
or a few thousand resource managers using conventional
technologies, becoming available to hundreds of thousands of users. This is a business opportunity that is yet
not fully exploited.
July 2010

LIDAR MAPPING

DATA ACCURACY
IN DIGITAL ERA
With LiDAR mapping
becoming a standard
requirement in many
geospatial projects,
here’s a look at
upcoming trends and
applications it is
fuelling

Automatically generated simulator-like display

iDAR mapping has become a standard requirement in many projects. Along
with LiDAR data, customers usually require ortho-rectified pictures and geographical information layers. Certain customers still call for classified point
clouds; however, many have ceased requesting for it as there are tools which can present a full point cloud and produce vector information in a fast and automatic manner.
Another common trend that influences the quality of the end products is a fusion
of information from multiple "wave length" sources necessary so as to benefit from
the advantages of each sensor and shield from the possible disadvantages of other
sensors.
From a hardware standpoint, LiDAR manufacturers strive to increase the number
of points per area units while keeping a wide swath in order to give a better measurement resolution on the ground.

L

Growth factors
The era of paper-based geographic information is slowly handing over its place to
digital systems. While paper can tolerate non-prices data and multiple, non-synchronised, coordinate systems, digital systems match data from different sources
and leading to mismatches, clearly raising the question – which data is correct?
The digital era created a growing need for accurate synchronised geographical
information, especially in urban areas where multiple layers (buildings, roads,
communication lines, water systems and energy systems) need to appear in a geographically synchronised and accurate manner.
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Towards 3-D based applications

Geo-referenced LiDAR data

Historically, GIS data was used by government authorities
and infrastructure companies. However, new technologies enable location-based services and applications
mostly built on city-wide real 3D dynamic, geo-specific
presentation. We used to navigate on a 2 D vector map –
we now navigate on a real 3D picture; we used to control a
fleet on a 2D map – we now do it on a 3D geo specific
visual presentation, enabling the controller to have a common language with the driver regarding what he sees on
his way to a specific location. Thus, many 2D applications
have become 3D applications enabling a common "geographical language" between numerous people working
on the same topic.
This innovation changes many fields such as navigation,
advertising, planning and homeland security. This innovation also improves public transparency of future urban
planning and the effects of this planning on the citizens.

Data maintenance

TLiD automatically generated vector information

Automatically classified point cloud

Reduced infrastructure budgets and increased environment regulation promote the need for accurate planning
of infrastructure corridors and their effect on the environment. The planning requires very accurate and up-to-date
geographical information which drives the need for acquisition of such data in high accuracy, at a reasonable cost
and in short time span.
July 2010

Accurate urban countrywide geographical information is
hard to generate in the first place and even harder and
more expensive to keep updated. The main challenges in
keeping this data complete and accurate are:
• Lack of one single paying user – the money comes from
multiple users, none of whom is large enough to fund a
full mapping effort.
• Need to increase the accuracy to the cm level while
reducing the generation and update time to few weeks
between updates in order to keep the data accurate and
usable.
• Need to reduce cost through automatic processes in
order to make the data affordable to multiple users.
To reduce cost and streamline its processes, Tiltan has
generated TLiD - a software package designed for automatic point cloud data processing. TLiD automatically
transforms geo-referenced point clouds into GIS layers
and 3D Photo-realistic dynamic presentation.
TLiD is designed to automate the processing of large
data sets and extract the most important data – the GIS
layers. TLiD is designed for fast autonomous processing
with minimal user input. QA facility is also built in with
an intuitive and user friendly GUI. TLiD inputs are multiple files in LAS txt or bin that are processed in a single
processing job. There is no limitation on the number of
input points.

Oodi Menaker
Marketing Product Manager
Tiltan Systems Engineering Ltd.
oodi@tiltan-se.co.il
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TECHINNOVATION

BRIDGING
DIGITAL DIVIDE
Sumit Kumar Sharma
Team Lead
Data World Information Systems
sumit.sharma@dataworld.co.in

Today, users demand
real time and accurate
information. Technology
ensures that these
demands are met, while
technological
advancements ensure
that user should
become more
demanding
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ife was never this exhilarating as far as data processing is concerned. “Input,” “process” and “output,” the three elementary units
of any system, have seen unforeseen advancements in terms of
hardware and software technology. To appreciate current trends and technological innovations better, we should also be clued-up to its commencement. As I see, data processing is a new term but an old idea. It was manual
in 1450s (in caves), mechanical till 1980s and electromechanical after that
till the appearance of Atanasoff Berry Computer (ABC) 1939. ABC is regarded as the first digital computer. This was also the beginning of digital data
processing. The etymology of the word trend denotes both movement in a
general direction as well as roundabout twists and turns. Technology trends
in data processing, in particular, are not only fashioned by technological
invention and advancements but also by economic, social, and political factors. These further enhance complexity in predicting the ultimate disposition
and acceptance of trends. In data processing, these new trends led to new
technological innovations.

L
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Growing user base
Geospatial industry is now commonly using term “end
user” instead of “GIS user.” This is indicative of direction
we are heading towards. Now, thanks to technological
advancements and various popular implementations like
Google Maps, we are heading towards the age where one
sees geospatial technologies being implemented in every
other application. Quite often one may see a user working
on his customised application, doing some geospatial
analysis and he is not even aware of the meaning of acronym GIS. That is how technological advancements are not
only growing user base of the geospatial industry but also
diluting the difference between GIS and non GIS users.
The geospatial industry is witnessing changes within
itself as well. Our community is now better connected and
well informed. We understand the desire, need and importance of open GIS and standards. Open source is no longer
just limited to universities and governmental institutions
and is being implemented commercially on a large scale.
Implementation and expertise is not limited to a few proprietary software. Open GIS has a formidable presence
and is guiding the rest to move in the same direction. We
have a legacy of previous implementations to carry, and
on the same grounds we are exploring new open protocols
and standards. The major challenge would be to create a
uniform platform where everybody can chip in and share
information with each other.

Geospatial solutions
Data World understands
the challenges
and needs
of futuristic geo-

spatial technologies, and offers various geospatial solutions. Our products are named after the big five animals of
South Africa. Our GIS platform, called Buffalo, is a comprehensive platform with SDK, desktop and Web-based
solution designed and developed on open source, viz.,
MapServer. Data World has enhanced capabilities provided by open source libraries and enhanced its GIS platform
to meet next generation GIS product suite. Buffalo is
Enterprise GIS solution with its unique vertical wherein
users have full control over data, including deciding how
many users can access their system and what the users
can see and update. Users can decide access and security
rights at attribute level as well.
Data World is developing medium agnostic data processing system, known as Leopard. The system is designed
around the digital pen. One can use a normal looking pen
and paper to capture information. These two products
share the same enterprise bus and can hook with each
other well. Thus, using digital pen one can now capture
features and their attributes on a map printed on paper.
This not only bridges digital divides but also acts as a catalyst in the whole data processing cycle by eliminating the
need of digitisation and reducing human intervention and
possible errors in digitisation. It now enables implementers to involve remote users to generate spatial data and
this first hand information can be pushed into the system
in real time.
Innovations like Leopard are possible today only
because of technological advancements in the field of
handwriting recognition and digital pen. Such innovations and advancements are only a glimpse of what is
forthcoming in the future. For end users, technology
will bridge the digital divide as it will be accessible
effortlessly. Today, users demand real time and accurate information. Technology ensures that these
demands are met, where as technological advancements ensure that user should become more demanding. This deadlock is, I think, mother of thrust that
ensures new advancements are always around the corner. We are now moving into an arena where there will
be no difference between GIS and non GIS user. If you
see your young child tomorrow using some online
application for locating
his best friend’s house,
don’t be amused and
just thank technology!

Leopard technology flow
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The latest data from
NASA shows that the
tropical Pacific has
switched from warm
(red) to cold (blue) during
the last few months. The
blue area in the center of
the image depicts the
recent appearance of
cold water hugging the
equator, which the
satellite measures as a

Image and text courtesy NASA/JPL Ocean Surface Topography Team

region of lower-thannormal sea level.
Remnants of the El Niño
warm water pool, shown
here in red and yellow,
still linger north and
south of the equator in
the center of the image.
The next few months
will reveal if the current
cooling trend will
eventually evolve into a
long-lasting La Niña
situation. A La Niña is
essentially the opposite
of an El Niño. La Niñas
change global weather
patter ns and are
associated with less
moisture in the air,
resulting in less rain
along the coasts of
North and South
America.

ONEMAP

ONE-STOP GEOSPATIAL
SOLUTION

nce a colonial outpost of Great Britain, Singapore
has transformed itself into one of the prosperous
countries in the world. Technology has been at
the core of its development, including geospatial technologies. The recently launched, OneMap Map Portal (www.
onemap.sg), is an integrated online geospatial platform
that provides reliable, timely and accurate location-based
information and services to the public, is another feather
in its development cap.
An initiative by the Singapore Land Authority (SLA), OneMap is a complete end-to-end geospatial information value-chain that acts as a bridge between public agencies
and the public for location-based information and services. It provides a myriad of services and functions that
allow users to search and navigate intelligently for places
of interest such as museums, hawker centres, childcare
services, parks and sports centres.

O
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Launched on 31 March 2010, sixteen government agencies in Singapore initially joined forces to make this intelligent map portal. At present, their number is more than
20 which include government agencies, private and nonprofit organisations, as well as the community providing a
comprehensive range of information and services that
serve the public and businesses.

OneMap-A multi-agency window
Going beyond providing just maps and data, OneMap is a
service that effectively manages geospatial content. OneMap is in fair alignment with the country’s NSDI programme, Singapore Geospatial Collaborative Environment (SG-SPACE). SLA sources said that it was the first
product under the SG-SPACE umbrella which allows government users to create and maintain geospatial information without the need for special GIS software.
July 2010

“A browser-based complete geospatial data loading and
editing module is developed to encourage agencies to
easily upload, edit, maintain and publish their data on the
OneMap data repository. The user does not require any
GIS skills or knowledge to make their data available on
the OneMap portal as Themes. This editing module is
extended to a mobile platform as well. The Mobile Data
Maintenance Module allows the users to create and edit
data on the go using built-in GPS functions on their mobile
phones,” according to an SLA source.
OneMap offers consumers extensive application programming interfaces (APIs) that allow the private sector
and the community to further proliferate the use of geospatial data. They can mash up their own data to create
and deliver value-added services for the public. It is a
common map platform for government agencies to publish their information and deliver LBS. It is a multi-agency
window for businesses and the public to access public
sector content. The private and public sectors can also
leverage on OneMap to spur the development of innovative
products and services for the benefit of businesses and
communities.

Features
OneMap contains a wealth of information; the basemaps
comprising street-level map and land lot map (legal boundary of land parcels); and more than 26 layers of thematic
data contributed by participating agencies. These data is
classified into the categories of culture, environment, family and community, health, recreation and sports etc. In
addition, the intelligent search function on OneMap allows
users to search for maps using address, building names,
road names or postal code. Routing function is also
enabled. More basemaps, thematic data and map services
are in the pipeline and will be made available as more
agencies come onboard to share their information.
Map as a Service: OneMap allows anyone to embed
maps into their web/mobile/desktop applications. The key
differentiating factor is that it is available as a service.
Unlike other government systems, OneMap also provides
the capability to personalise the service, value-add and
present it in a way that meets the user’s requirement
through its APIs. This allows for a multi-agency-multiwindow approach. OneMap’s map portal is the first consumer of its own APIs.
Data as a Service: OneMap’s unique selling point is its
wealth of geospatial information that is made available for
free. The geospatial content in the OneMap Data Repository
is made available not just as a mere file download through
FTP, but also is designed to be consumed as a service
July 2010

“With the launch of OneMap, Singaporeans
can tap reliable and timely content and mash
it up with their own collection of spatial
information”
Lim Ming Khai
Head of Geospatial
Operations and Development
Singapore Land Authority

online. This means that the consumer of the data can interact with the data through textual and spatial queries.
This SGD2.2 million project serves people in two key
ways – The OneMap Map Portal and various other implementations or manifestations of its API. It is an integrated
map platform from which both the government agencies
and private sector can disseminate location-based information and provide value-added services to the public and
businesses. The ultimate goal of the Singapore Government through OneMap is to promote the growth of geospatial data and services in Singapore.

Making of OneMap
The system was developed over a period of about twoand-half years years. A government-wide demand aggregation exercise was conducted for a central map service.
The requirements were crafted in consultation with the
participating agencies and an open tender was called.
After careful evaluation of the tender bids, the system
development was outsourced for design and development.
Initially, the system was launched on the government
intranet in Dec 2009 to test the performance and solicit
feedback and participation from other agencies to contribute data. After working on feedbacks, the system was
launched by the minister for law and second minister for
home affairs, Singapore.

Response
According to SLA sources, with OneMap’s free APIs, cost
has reduced and product development cycle has shortened significantly. The response from the private and public sector has been encouraging, with 10 services rolled
out within a month of OneMap’s launch.
Lim Ming Khai, Head of Geospatial Operations and
Development, SLA, said, “We hope OneMap will spur the
development of more innovative and useful map-based
applications by both the private and people sectors. The
public can tap on the reliable and timely content and mash
up with their own collection of spatial information to create services to support business and individual needs.”
(Based on the inputs provided by Singapore Land Authority)
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ISPRS - IN RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT

VIENNA

Prof. Orhan Altan
President, ISPRS
(2008-2012)

AN INCLUSIVE
SOCIETY OF
SOCIETIES

y involvement in the activities of ISP(RS) began in
late 1970s and the first Society event I attended
was the Technical Commission V symposium in
Stockholm, where I presented two papers on structural
monitoring with close-range methods. The next milestone
in my career was the Hamburg Congress where I had the
chance to present several papers. During this Congress, I
was appointed as the liaison between TCV and TCVII on
“Engineering Applications.”

M

The TCV Symposium in York, UK and TCVII Symposium in
Tubingen, Germany were other ISPRS events where I participated actively. During these meetings I learnt about several colleagues working in different scientific organisations
and was invited to participate in the activities of IAG and FIG
on “Engineering Applications” as Working Group or Task
Group officer. I returned to ISPRS activities with the Congress in Vienna, where my institute received the “Dolezal
Support” and members presented several papers.
Working on “Photogrammetric Applications,” the Turkish Ordinary Member applied to the Council in 1999 to
organise the ISPRS in 2004 Congress in Istanbul with me
as the Candidate Congress Director. The bid was successful at the Congress in Amsterdam and I started to work as
Congress Director of the council during 2000-2004. This
was followed by the council membership of Secretary
General and then being President of the Society since
2008. All during these years I have learnt many things and
made many friendships.
Technologies in photogrammetry and remote sensing
have changed enormously over the past 100 years. They
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were originally based on hardcopy images and outputs
and the processing methods, prior to the development of
computers, were aimed at avoiding computations because
of their complexity. Today’s images are digital and the processing is likewise digital. Also, multi-spectral digital
imaging from aircraft and satellites is far more readily
available than in the past. Management of spatial data has
become an inherent part of the processing of information
derived by image processing. Hence, ISPRS now has two
technical commissions dealing with spatial information
acquisition, processing and management. ISPRS today is
also governed by statutes and bylaws that ensure that the
Society is well managed and is very active in terms of
attracting high quality scientists to work on the ISPRS
Council and to manage its scientific activities. Therefore,
ISPRS today has evolved from the strong foundation intro-
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duced by the early leaders based on photogrammetry, into
a leading broad-based Society dealing with all aspects of
‘information from imagery.’
ISPRS is a ‘Society of Societies’ with a mandate to
include members from all regions around the world. The
Society adheres to the statutes and bylaws of ISPRS which
specify that the ‘Society pursues its aims without any discrimination on grounds of race, religion, nationality, or
political philosophy.’ Through the ISPRS technical commissions, we aim to attract people from as many countries as possible to participate in their activities. The newly appointed regional representatives from Africa, Latin
America and Asia are a further demonstration of the Society’s commitment to include participants from parts of the
world. Recent meetings with these representatives have
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proved to be very fruitful and have led to new collaborative
initiatives for the regions. Also, the ISPRS Council has
been very active in visiting as many national members,
regional members and international organisations to
encourage participation in ISPRS activities.
The major applications of our technologies include managing and monitoring natural and man-made disasters.
The ‘JBGIS Best Practises Booklet on Geo-information for
Risk and Disaster Management,’ to be launched at the UN
Office of Outer Space Affairs (UN-OOSA) on July 2, 2010
during the ISPRS Centenary Celebrations will document a
number of examples. There has been excellent cooperation between ISPRS and UN-SPIDER in applying remote
sensing technologies for disaster monitoring, management of relief for victims and documenting the impacts of
the disasters. In addition, ISPRS is a member organisation

ISPRS has evolved from the
strong foundation of
photogrammetry into a leading
broad-based Society dealing
with all aspects of ‘information
from imagery.’ ISPRS is a
‘Society of Societies’ with a
mandate to include members
from all regions around the
world
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of the Group on Earth Observation (GEO), which is making
significant advances in the development of the Global
Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS). Achievements of GEOSS are many, but key achievements include:
the GEOSS data sharing principles and the Geo Web portal
and GEOSS clearinghouse for searching data, information
and services registries containing information about
GEOSS components.
Looking into the crystal ball is fraught with difficulties,
not the least because one can be accountable for one’s
predictions. However, in a general fashion, I think we can
see an increase in the type and flexibility of new digital
imaging and LiDAR systems. We are likely to see increasingly higher resolution space systems; there will be a continued introduction of automation for processing images,
so that maps can be kept up-to-date more rapidly on a
regular basis and there will be a greater availability and
use of images and spatial information. However, we are
not likely to see a major leap forward in these developments. Looking back over the past 10 years, the improvements have been gradual and I think this will continue to
occur over the next 10 years.
The role of president is indeed very challenging, but I am
grateful to my supervisors at Istanbul Technical University
who have permitted me to hold council positions at ISPRS,
including the presidency. I am indebted to my colleagues
at the Institute for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing
who undertake my duties in my absence. My wife Melike
has encouraged me to take on this role, even though it
means that she remains at home while I carry out many of
my responsibilities, even during very difficult times for
her. I am very grateful to her for her ongoing support.
July 2010

BOOK REVIEW

LASER SCANNING EXPLAINED
aser scanning is the accepted
technology for 3D terrain
mapping and 3D mapping of
natural and manmade features. It has
now been extended to the 3D mapping
of historical monuments and build-

L

ings as well as terrestrial mobile
mapping. The technology and its
applications have been evolving over
the past two decades. However, in the
absence of a definitive text book,
geospatial professionals have had to
depend on technical literature and
papers. The book “Airborne and Terrestrial Laser Scanning,” edited by
George Vosselman and Hans-Gerd
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Maas, fills this gap. The book is
published by Whittles Publishing of
Scotland and distributed by CRC
Press, LLC of the Taylor and Francis
Group, USA. The first chapter covers
the technology from basic principles
of lasers and laser
scanning to the various
components and types
of scanners. Both airborne and terrestrial
scanners are covered
in detail, including
aspects of flight planning for airborne scanning. The section on
LiDAR bathymetry also
illustrates the versatility of the technology.
Chapters two and three
cover the data handling
aspects which include
visualisation and point
cloud structuring, data
registration and calibration. Both airborne
and terrestrial scanners are addressed.
Issues related to data
compression, systematic errors and error
modelling, geometric
registration and calibration are discussed in detail. The mathematical
foundations are addressed in a very
lucid manner.
Chapters four to nine deal with applications beginning with digital terrain
models and continuing with building
extraction, forestry applications,
engineering applications, cultural
heritage applications and ending with

Title: Airborne and Terrestrial Laser
Scanning
Edited by: George Vosselman and
Hans-Gerd Maas
Published by: Whittles Publishing
Pages: 336

mobile mapping. The applications
are comprehensive and well illustrated with case studies. However, except
for the cultural heritage applications,
the other case studies deal with
European examples. It would have
been interesting to see an example
of forest mapping in the Amazon
area to see how the different storeys
of the tropical forest could be
separated.
Similarly, the building extraction
deals with gabled roofs. It will be
interesting to see examples of high
density flat roofs as found in large
metropolises. One application which
could be added is the use of the technology in disaster surveys. I am sure
these could be included in later
editions.
The authors and editors are to be
congratulated for this effort at bringing together the knowledge of the
technology, data handling and applications of laser scanning in a comprehensive book for the first time. I
would recommend it as essential
reading for any student or professional in the field of geospatial technology
and its applications.

Prof. Arup Dasgupta
Managing Editor (Honorary)
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GEOINTELLIGENCE ASIA 2010

Connecting communit i
fter bringing the armed forces of India together for three
consecutive years successfully, GIS Development expanded its footprint with GeoIntelligence Asia 2010. Inaugurated by India's Chief of Army Staff General VK Singh PVSM,
AVSM, YSM, ADC, GeoIntelligence Asia made a strong statement in
connecting the defence and internal security forces from the continent. Building upon the past events, GeoIntelligence Asia 2010 created an impressive agenda and brought in specialist speakers from
across the world who shared their unique perspectives and insights
on the geospatial intelligence community's role in making the world a
safer place to live. The two-day event held at Hotel Taj Palace in New
Delhi, India, witnessed about 450 delegates and visitors from eight
countries in the region.

A

In his inaugural address, the Indian Army Chief observed that India's
boundary includes high altitude mountains, deserts and coastal zones
and geospatial intelligence has a significant role to play in tackling
security threats from the porous boundary. According to the General,
geospatial technology provides situational awareness and helps
armed forces in precision operation. In today’s network centric environment, geointelligence is an able tool that works as a force multiplier and enables efficient combat. He agreed that the ongoing
research in imaging, modelling and other geospatial activities all over
world ultimately help the armed forces.
Earlier, Lt. Gen. Ajay Kumar Singh Chandele, PVSM, AVSM, ADC;
Director General of Electronics & Mechanical Engineering, Indian
Army, welcomed the gathering. He noted that emerging security
threats can be addressed by developing geospatial capabilities. Sanjay Kumar, CEO, GIS Development, in his introductory remarks, highlighted the need to strengthen spatial infrastructure to better internal
security. The inaugural session witnessed the release of bi-monthly
magazine GeoIntelligence, a publication of GIS Development. The
General also inaugurated the exhibition.

PLENARY SESSIONS
The first plenary session was chaired by Dr. MP Narayanan, Chairman, GIS Development. Lt. Gen. A K Nanda explained the functionality and importance of Defence Spatial Data Infrastructure (DSDI). He
highlighted how GIS prevents duplication of efforts and discussed
the need for geointelligence in defence In his presentat on, GeoImagery and GIS Integration, Lawrie Jordan, Director – Imagery, Enterprise Solution, ESRI, demonstrated how one can maximise the value
of imagery by intelligently integrating it with GIS. He also emphasised
the need to share and collaborate.
Lt. Gen. S P Singh, VSM, Director General of Information System,
India, while observing that majority of military information has a spatial component, discussed how geospatial technologies can be
exploited for operational information. He emphasised on the development of indigenous GIS software and issues related with data interoperability.
The second plenary session was chaired by Rajesh C Mathur, Vice
Chairman, ESRI India. During the session, Chhavi Gupta, Senior Solution Manager, Technology Solutions, Oracle India, explained how Oracle solutions are helpful in lawful interception project, battle space
awareness and crime statistics analysis. She also acquainted everyone with location-enabled Oracle technologies. Kaushik Chakraborty,
Vice President, Asia-Pacific, ERDAS, recalled Art of War by Sun Tzu
and Clausewitz and how effective is GIS during the war.
The third plenary session was chaired by Maj. Gen. Manoj Tayal, Addl.
Survey General, Survey of India. In this session, Maj. Gen. Girish
Kumar, Project Director, Delhi State Spatial Data Infrastructure (DSSDI), elaborated how DSSDI is using geospatial tools in developing a
digital map for the Delhi State. John Allan, Vice President, Global
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t ies for a safer world
cussing his paper, Managing Mission Critical Information in Geoenabled Environment, Rajathural noted that even GIS data should be
indexed in the same manner as Google indexed bundle of information and made it accessible for everyone. He presented various solutions offered by Bentley including intelligent property management,
multi-user editing with versioning and intelligent distributed plotting
and publishing.

Sales and Marketing, ExactEarth, Canada, regretted that there are
very less activities in marine field although it has 70% coverage on
the earth. The Mumbai incident is an alarm that coastal areas require
more attention. Mark Reichardt, President and CEO, Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC), USA, demonstrated how OGC standards are
driven by community resources, integration of sensor web enabled
operation concept with UAV and so on. In addition, he explained
compliance testing and certification by OGC.

During the session Geospatial for Homeland Security, Maniesh Kulshrestha, Head – Business Development, SiRF Technology, India,
introduced a micro electro mechanical sensor (MEMS) and compared it to GPS. He demonstrated how MEMS can track people in
malls or other indoor places with better accuracy than GPS. He also
emphasised on public privacy and the need of Building Management
Mapping as most of the heritage centres are being targeted by terrorists and anti-social elements.

WORKSHOPS AND SESSIONS
During the session Geospatial for Defence and Border Security, Maj.
Gen. P N Koul, Addl Survey General, Survey of India, discussed the
necessity of formulation of optimum data standards for efficient data
dissemination in defence environment. The paper ignited a debate
on data standards.
M Rajathural, Technical Director, Bentley Systems, India, informed
that Bentley has developed a tool which can convert CAD data into
GIS data and also gave a demonstration of the same. While dis-

Col. Sunil Mishra, Director Battlefield Management, System Cell,
Directorate General of Information System, India, said that GIS is yet
to be optimally exploited. He presented the satellite map of Dantewada, India, which was just mute in the absence of attributed information like roads, villages, language and so on.
A workshop on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) was conducted by
Mike McGill, President, Surveil, United States. He said that market
response towards UAVs is almost same as that was for cars in
1920s and computers in 1980s. “UAVs were like a predator in
1990s and still, advancements in this field are consistently happening like UAVs with liquid hydrogen propulsion and hybrid UAVs with
Gas/Electricity propulsion. In addition, UAV market is driving
advancement in new and innovative ways to apply carbon fibre composite materials” said Mike. In terms of business, he said that US
Navy alone made an order of USD 2.2 billion to Northrop Grumman.
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MARK YOUR CALENDAR …

August 2010
2 - 4 August
GITA Annual Geospatial Infrastructure Solutions

Brisbane, Queensland, Australia

1 - 3 September

22 September

Queensland Surveying and Spatial
Conference 2010

LI GeoCloud 2010

Brisbane, Queensland, Australia

http://www.locationintelligence.net

http://www.qssc.com.au

http://www.gita.org.au/event_gis.php

28 to 30 September 2010

2 - 4 August

1 - 3 September

WISERD Qualitative GIS Conference: emerging issues and possible
futures

IV Regional Workshop on
Geographical Information and Land
Management

Cardiff University, Cardiff, UK

Rio Gallegos, Santa Cru
Patagonia Argentina

http://www.wiserd.ac.uk

http://www.igot4.com.ar/

7 - 12 August
International Summer School on
Geotechnologies

Ponta Delgada, Azores Islands,
Portugal

6 - 9 September
FOSS4G 2010

Geospatial Intelligence Summit

Vienna, Austria, Austria
http://www.jacobfleming.com/jacob-fleming-group/conferences/defence/GEO

October 2010
7 - 9 October 2010
Geospatial Technologies for
Sustainable Planet

Allahabad, Uttar Pradesh, India
http://www.mnnit.ac.in/opensdi2010/

Barcelona, Spain
http://2010.foss4g.org

18 - 20 October

http://www.gislands.org/

9 - 12 September
14 August

Washington D.C., US

Spatial Information Day 2010

7th European GIS in Education
Seminar

Adelaide, South Australia

Serres, Greece

http://www.spatialinformationday.org.au/index.html

http://www.eugises.eu

ESRI Health GIS Conference

Denver, Colorado, US
http://www.esri.com/events/health/index.html

19 - 22 October
2010 Geospatial Conference

16 - 26 August

15 - 17 September

GeoGathering 2010

International Conference on
SDI 2010

Houston, Texas Area, US
http://www.geogathering.com

25 August - 01 September
International Society of
Photogrammetry and Remote
Sensing Congress

Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

1 - 3 September
IV Regional Workshop on
Geographical Information and Land
Management

Rio Gallegos, Santa Cru
Patagonia Argentina
http://www.igot4.com.ar
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http://www.geospatialconference.com

Skopje, Republic of Macedonia

19 - 22 October

http://sdi2010.agisee.org/index.php

12th GSDI world conference

Singapore

19 - 21 September

http://www.gsdi.org/gsdiconf/gsdi12/

G-spatial EXPO

Yokohama, Japan, Portugal

24 - 27 October

http://www.g-expo.jp/en

GIS for National Security, Defence
& Emergency Management

http://www.isprs2012-melbourne.org

September 2010

Athens, Georgia Area, US

20 - 23 September

Conference

Spie Remote Sensing

Abu Dhabi, UAE

Toulouse, Francegal

http://www.geospatialdefence.com

http://spie.org/x6262.xml

26 - 28 October
21 to 22 September 2010

2010 ESRI Europe, Middle East,

GIS in Mining and Exploration 2010

and Africa User Conference

Perth, WA, Australia

Rome, Italy

http://www.gisinmining.com.au

http://www.esri.com/events/emea
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DIMENSIONS &
DIRECTIONS OF
GEOSPATIAL
INDUSTRY
GEOSPATIAL
WORLD
FORUM
18 - 21 January 2011
Hyderabad, India
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